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ON FUNCTIONS SUBHARMONIC

IN A LIPSCHTTZ DOMAIN

JANG-MEI GLORIA WU

Abstract. Let D be a starlike Lipschitz domain in R", n > 2. If w is a

subharmonic function in D with positive harmonic majorant, then at almost

every point on the boundary of D (surface measure), w has radial limit.

Results on limits along certain C ' curves in general Lipschitz domains are

also obtained.

1. Main results. The purpose of this note is to prove an analogue of

Littlewood's theorem [6] for functions subharmonic on a Lipschitz domain

instead of a disk.

Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R", n > 2; i.e. 3D can be covered

by a finite family of open right cylinders whose bases have positive distances

from dD, and corresponding to each cylinder L there is a coordinate system

x = (xx, x'), xx E R] and x' E R"\ with jc,-axis parallel to the axis of L

and a Lipschitz function/such that

LndD= {(xx,x'):xx =/(*')} n L

and

in D = {(xx,x'):xx >/(*')} n L.

Let M be a fixed upper bound of the Lipschitz constants of fs.

Theorem. // w is a subharmonic function in D with positive harmonic

majorant and L is a cylinder with above properties, then at almost all points in

L n oD, w has limits along the line segments parallel to the axis of L.

Besides limits along line segments we may also consider limits along certain

C1 curves. Let F = (F^'1 be a C1 function from in D to R"~\ and E be

a subset of L n oD with properties (1) F and VF¡ can be extended

continuously to each x E E through some interior cone of D vertexed at x,

(2) the normal of dD at x E E is not in the linear span of (V/)}""1. Then for

almost every point x E E, there is a unique non tangential (to dD) level curve

of F ending at x [8]. With respect to this family of curves we have the

following result.

Corollary. // w is a subharmonic function in D with positive harmonic
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majorant, then for almost every x E E, w has limit along the nontangential level

curve of F ending at x. Especially, if D is starlike, then w has radial limit almost

everywhere on dD.

Limits along more general curves satisfying certain separation properties

near L n dD may also be considered. Details are similar to those in [8,

Theorem 1], where results of this kind on the unit disk of the complex plane

were obtained.

We notice that the n — \ dimensional Hausdorff measure and the

harmonic measure have the same null sets on dD, [1], an answer to a

long-standing problem.

By the Riesz decomposition theorem [3], the function w in the theorem is

the difference of two positive harmonic functions minus a Green's potential

(ä +oo). It is known (see [1] and [4]) that every positive harmonic function

in the Lipschitz domain D has nontangential limit almost everywhere on dD.

Thus, to prove the theorem and the corollary it is enough to prove the

following.

Proposition. Let ¡i be a nonnegative mass distribution on D and u the

Green's potential of ¡l defined by

u(x) = j   G(x,y)d\i(y),
JD

where G is the Green s function of D. If u ^ + oo, then (i) at almost all points

in L n dD, u has limit 0 along the segments parallel to the axis of L.

(ii) at almost all points in E, u has limit 0 along the nontangential level curves

of F ending in E.

When n = 2, the proposition was proved in [8]. From now on, we assume

n > 3. Our main effort is to give estimates of Green's function in D, when the

explicit form of Green's function and conformai mappings are not available.

In [9], a sufficient condition on ¡i for u ^ + oo was given and it was proved

that under that condition, u has the properties (i) and (ii) with exceptional

sets, in most situations, smaller than those described in the proposition. Here

we assume u ^ + oo and impose no other condition on ¡i.

Other kinds of boundary properties of the subharmonic function w have

also been studied. In [7], Silverstein and Wheeden proved that the nontan-

gential Lp (1 < p < n/(n - 2)) limit of w exists a.e. on 3D. In [2], Diederich

proved that if D is Liapunov, then w has mean continuous limit a.e. on dD.

2. Lemmas and reductions. For a fixed L, we consider the coordinate system

corresponding to L. If x E L n D, we use x to denote the point on L n dD

with x' = x'.

Consider a countable covering of L n dD with open right circular cylinders

S contained in L and parallel to L, satisfying for each cylinder S in the

covering and each x E S n D,
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55 < the n — 1 dimensional distance from x' to

[y': y on the side of L),

where 8 is the diameter of a base of S and S n D is starlike with respect to a

point a on the axis of S with property

(2) \a - ä\> 10(1 + M)8.

By a slight adjustment of S, if necessary, we may assume u(a) < +00

because [x E D: u(x) = + 00} is of capacity zero [3].

We shall construct an auxiliary region ß. First we assume à is the origin of

the coordinate system; thus a = (ax, 0). For each point z in (z: |z'| =25}

n dD, we associate it with a line segment lz from z to y, where y is the point

on the intersection of the plane containing z and the x,-axis, the plane (z:

z, = ax/2), and the cylinder |_y'| = 35. Let ß, be the region bounded by the

surface \J zlz, dD and (z: zx = a,/2} and ß2 be any region with C00

boundary, starlike about a and satisfying {z E L, z, > a¡/2 and |z'| < 55}

Ç ß2 ç {z E L, z, > a,/2 and |z'| < 65}. ß is defined to be ß, U ß2 U {z:

z, = ax/2 and |z'| < 35}. We note that ß is a Lipschitz domain contained in

D, starlike about a and satisfying S n ß = S n D.

Let g be the Green's function on ß. The following lemma can be found in

[1]; here, however, a more elementary proof using results by Kellogg [5]

instead of Schauder estimates is given.

Lemma 1. Let B be an open ball in ß containing a. Then dg(a, x)/dxx is

bounded below on ß \ B.

Proof. We exhaust ß by domains ß(/c) with C °° boundaries. Moreover we

assume B C ß(/c) and 3ß(£) is composed of 3ß2 \ {z: z, = ax/2, \z'\ < 45}

and the graph of a C°° function on {z E R"~l: \z\ < 48}. Let gk be the

Green's function of ß(/c) with singularity at a and B0 be an open ball in B

satisfying B0 C B and a E B0. Then {gk} are uniformly bounded on ß(&) \

B0. If for each x E dB we consider the Poisson integral of gk over a sphere in

nß(&) \ B0, centered at x and then take 3/3x, under the integral sign, we

may conclude that {dgk/dxx} are uniformly bounded on dB. Because

{3ß(A:)} are C°°, {gk} vanish on 3ß2/{z: z, = ax/2, \z'\ < 45}, and {gk}

are uniformly bounded on $l(k) \ B, following the arguments of Theorems I

and III in [5], we conclude that {dgk/dxx} are uniformly bounded on

3ß2\{z:z, = a,/2, |z'|< 55}.

On the rest of 3ß(/c), dgk/dxx has nonnegative boundary values. By noting

that dgk/dxx is harmonic in ß(/c) \ B and letting k^oo, we conclude the

lemma.

Let m be the n - 1 dimensional Hausdorff measure on 3ß and w be the

harmonic measure on 3 ß at a. Using the fact ß is Lipschitz and starlike about

a and arguing as in [1], we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2. There is a constant C such that for any x E S n 3 ß,
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<°(fir) d
hm sup < C hm sup   -r— g(a, (x, + r, x'))

r^O m(1Jr) ,._,() °xl

where Br = {z E3ß, |z' - jc*| < r).

Lemma 3. Let A be the set of points on S n dD where dg(a, x)/dxx has

strictly positive nontangential limit. Then S n 3-D \ A is of measure zero.

Proof. From Lemma 1 and [4], dg(a, x)/dxx has nontangential limit

almost everywhere on S n dD. From Lemma 2 and [1], the points on 5 n dD

where the nontangential limit is zero form a null set.

To prove the proposition it is sufficient to show the Green's potential u has

the desired properties (i) and (ii) in S n dD and S n E respectively. More-

over, we may assume that u is concentrated on 5 n D.

For each/ E Q, G(x,y) — g(x,y) is a positive harmonic function of x on

ß, which vanishes on S n dD. Therefore

X [G(x,y) - g(x,y)] dp(y)
's no

is also positive harmonic on £2 since u(a) < +oo. Let Sn = {x E S D D:

\x - x\ < \/n, x E S n 3D} and

un(x) - /  [G(x,y) - g(x,y)] d[i(y).
Js„

Because \imn_xun(a) = 0, we may choose a subsequence {«„.} so that

~S,„M„,(a) is finite. The nontangential limits of {un.) on S n dD converge to

zero almost everywhere. Since ( un ) are decreasing, the nontangential limits of

{un ) converge to zero almost everywhere. We note that

[ [G(x,y)-g(x,y)]d(i(y)
JSnD\s„

is zero on S ndD. Therefore fSnD[G(x,y) - g(x,y)] d[i(y) has nontan-

gential limit zero almost everywhere on 5 n dD. Let

v(x)=f g(x,y)dp.(y).
snD

To prove the proposition, it is enough to show the following:

(i)' at almost all points in 5 n dD, v has limit zero along the lines parallel

to Xi-axis, and

(ii)' at almost all points in E n S, v has limit zero along the nontangential

level curves of F ending in E n S.

3. Proof. We shall devote ourselves to the proof of (i)' and (ii)'.

From now on, c, C, c-x and C-x are strictly positive constants; they can vary

from line to line and the last two depend on x.

For ¿7 > 0, we denote {x E S n D: \x - x\ < q) by S(q). If x E ñ, we

use d(x) to denote the distance from x to 3Í2. From (1), (2), the construction

of ß and the Lipschitz property, there is a constant a, 0 < a < 1, such that if
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x E ß, |jt'| < 5 and \x - x\ < 25 then

(3) a\x - x\< d(x).

We recall that for a fixed y E ß, the Green's function

(4) g(x,y)=\x-y\2-"-h(x)

where h(x) is the harmonic function in ß with boundary value \y — z\2~" at

z E3ß and that g(x,y) = g(y, x). If x E 5(25) and x E A, A as in Lemma

3, then

(5) cx\x ~ x\< g(a, x) < C-\x — jc|.

From now on whenever x,y are in ß with |jc'|, \y'\ < 25, we use s and a to

denote \x - x\ and \y — y\ respectively and y to denote \y' — x'\.

Fix x E S (8) with x E A. We divide 5(5) into three sets in terms of y as

follows.

Sx:y E 5(5), y < s/2, \o - s\ < s/2,

S2:y E 5(5), y < s/2,\o - s\> s/2,

S3:yES(8),y>s/2.

We want to show

(6) g(x,y)<C;g(a,y)s-ly2-"    in 5„

(7) g(x,y) < Cig(a,y)si~"   in 52,

(8) g(x,y) < Cig(a,y)yx-"-"s"   in 53,

for some p, 0 < p < 1, depending on ß only.

Let T = {y E ß, y < j/2 and |a - s| < s/2). \f y E T, from (4) and (5)

we have

g(x,y) < C;g(a, x)s~l\x - y\2~".

Regarding g(a, ■ ) as harmonic on ß \ {a} and using (3) and Harnack's

inequality we have g(a, x) < Cg(a, y). Thus

(9) g(x,y)< Cig(a,y)s-,\x-y\2-n,

which implies (6) because 5, ç T.

Using the Lipschitz property, we obtain that \z - x\ > cs if z EdT. From

(9),

g(x,z) < Cig(a,z)sx-"

for z E 3T. By the maximum principle,

(10) g(x,y) < C-g(a,y)s1-"

for y E ß \ (T u {a}), which contains 52. This proves (7).

Assume^ E 53 and a < y/2. Let X be the point (xx + y, x'). Following

the proof of (10) with x replaced by X, we obtain

g(X,y) < C-g(a,y)y1-".

If Y is any point in 5 with Y' = y' and y < | Y - y~\ < 2y, then
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(H) g(Y,y) < Cg(X,y) < Cxg(a,y)yx-"

by Harnack's inequality. Let U be the region {zEß, z — z<(l + a/2)o

and |z' - y'\ < aa/2); recall that a was defined in (3). Let t be the center of

the top of U, that is, t = (yx + ao/2,y'). Therefore from (4) we see that for

every z EdU

(12) g(z,y) < Co2'" < C[(«a/2)2-" - («a)2""] < Cg(t,y).

Let U0 = U, Uj; = (z E ß, |z' - y'\ < 2j(ao/2) and z - z < 2j(\ + a/2)o)

and ^ the center of the top of Uj. Suppose k is the smallest integer j such

that 2/(l + a/2)a > y, then

(13) 2k(aa/2) < 2*(1 + a/2)a/3 < 2y/3.

Arguing as in [4, Lemma 2], we may show, by (12) and induction, that if

z E dUj and 0 < j < k, then

(14) g(z,y) < Cg(tJ,y),

where C is independent of k. From (11) and (14),

(15) g(z,y) < Cxg(a,y)yx-"

for z E dUk, thus for z E ß \ í/¿. Let Kbe{z£ ß, \z - x\ < y/4}. Thus V

is a subset of ß \ Uk from (13). Let h be the harmonic function on V with

boundary value 1 on the spherical part of 3 V and boundary value 0

elsewhere. From [9, Lemma 1], there is a number p, 0 < p < 1, depending on

ß only, so that

(16) h(z) < C\z - x\"/yp

for every z E V. Because Kç8\i/t, from (15), (16) and the maximum

principle

g(x,y) < Cxg(a,y)yx-"-"s"

ifs< y/4. If s > y/4, from (15)

g(x,y) < C^(¿z,/)y'-" < Cxg(a,y)yx-n-"s".

We have proved (8) in the case a < y/2.

Now we assume y E 53 and a > y/2. Let p be the point (xx + a, x').

Following the proof of (6) or (7) with x replaced by/>, we have

O7) g(P,y) < Cxg(a,y)yx-".

Let ö = {zEß: z - z < o + ay/4 and |z' - y'\ < ay/2) and ¿7 be the

point (yx + ay/4,y'). Arguing as the proof of (12), we have g(z,y) <

Cg(¿7, y) for z E dQ, also for z E ß \ Q. By Harnack's inequality we have

g(q,y) < Cg(p,y).

Hence

(18) g(z,y) < Cxg(a,y)yx-"
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for z E ß \ Q. Arguing as in the last paragraph we may obtain (8) from (18).

This completes the proof of (8).

The rest of the proof of (i)' is similar to that in [6]. We shall not put in too

many details, but we shall give the corresponding references.

Let e(¿7) = ¡S(q)g(a,y) dp(y) for q > 0; and let $(x, t) be fg(a,y) dfi(y)

extended over {y E S(q): \y' - x'\ < t] if x E S n dD. Let E(q) be the set

of x on which

®{x, t)•*\s-, i)       i-

(19) lim sup   --— <\e(q) .
t->0        t"

It is known that the complement of E(q) in S r\dD is of measure

< Cye(q) , where C is independent of q [6, p. 393]. In order to prove (i)', it is

enough to show that for each small q > 0 and for each x E E(q) n A,

(20) lim sup   f     g(x,y)dn(y) < CyJI(~q)
JS(q)

as x -» x along the segment x' = x' [6, p. 392]. From (6), (7) and (8) we have

f     g(x,y)dp(y)

[Ss-xy2-n d$(y) + /"fI_" ¿/$(y) + ( Cs»yx-"-» d$(y)
Jo Jo Js

'S(q)

<   C;

where fJ>(y) = fj>(i, y). (20) may be obtained by applying (19) to the above

integrals. We complete the proof of (i)'.

The main devices of the proof of (ii)' are inequalities corresponding to (6),

(7) and (8) on curvilinear cylindrical regions whose sides are C1 surfaces

instead of cylindrical surfaces. To derive them, first we apply Whitney's

extension theorem to replace F by a function in C'(ß); next we apply

Harnack's inequality to the three inequalities mentioned above to show the

desired ones. Details are similar to those in [8, Theorem 2].

Added in Proof. Since the submitting of this paper, I have learned one by

B. Dahlberg, On the existence of radial boundary values for functions

subharmonic in a Lipschitz domain. Using fine limit approach, Dahlberg

considered limits along a family of line segments whose directions satisfy

a Lipschitz condition.
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